TROPICAL RAINFORESTS

By Jack, Isabel, Joseph and Machai
Yanomani

key

biome: Tropical Rainforest

My biome is green and also quite leafy. Has huge trees and lots of plants. It also has lots of Howler Monkeys which are really loud. Smells like lots of Cedar trees too.

By Joseph
Tropical flower

Biome: Tropical Rainforest

My Biome...

Smells like fresh rain

Sounds like

like busy bees
and slithering snakes
it feels damp and really wet

it tastes like sweet

Sour the
colors are pink red
blue light green brown
and more

Signs of my biome
from the outside it looks like a
big green area

you can help my biome
by not cutting down trees.

My biome the rain forest

By Jack
My Animal green and slimy
pitter pitter pitter pater
stops at
a tree.

It jumps to the
nearest branch.

Soon
a bird lands on a
branch not so high above.

As it smells its wet and slimy
terrible body...

Snatch!

Bird is not too
satisfy but at least
it’s something.

My animal
Is a tree frog.

by Isobel

Red Eyed Tree Frog